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Q.  All right.  Here with Mathilde Claisse with South Carolina.  Mathilde, way to 

bounce back for South Carolina.  After Ellen gets the first point for Ole Miss, you 

counter back and the match is tied at one.  Obviously, a big point.  How does that 

feel?  

 

MATHILDE CLAISSE:  Well, first, humble.  I didn't know that, so yes.  Well, it was nice 

to be the opening match.  It kind of skipped the -- I don't know how it's called, but I -- the 

energy, and my goal today was more that -- I mean, if I win, okay, but I want to give 

positive energy to my teammates.  And they are still out there.  And that's the most 

important thing. 

 

Q.  Kind of the same tale as yesterday for you.  You had the -- you took the lead 

on 8 yesterday, eagled 13 to really put it away, and today you take the lead on 8 

again, and you extend it to three on 13, to really end up putting it away and 

winning 3 and 2 here on 16.  What do you like about those two holes? 

 

MATHILDE CLAISSE:  I don't know.  You know what?  During the practice round, I 

didn't like them.  I was actually struggling.  I don't know why.  I think it's because my 

mindset was, like, so calm on those holes.  I was like, okay, just take your par and you 

will be fine.  Hit the fairway, hit the green, and then two putts.  And I guess it works, 

yeah. 

 

Q.  Sum up this experience here at East Lake over the last three days. 

 

MATHILDE CLAISSE:  Well, it has been unbelievable.  I mean, the course is awesome.  

It's such a great course.  It's challenging, it's tough out there.  I mean, it's a magical 

place.  So much history here and especially like those team events, I mean, I don't know 

why, but they are so different.  You don't play for you, you play for your team.  And being 

here and playing for your team is just unbelievable.  It's magical. 

 

Q.  All right, thanks.  
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